TEL .
March 17,

THE VASULKAS, INC .
100 ROUTE 6
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO 87501
(505) 471-7181/FAX . (505) 473-0614

1992

ARS ELECTRONICA
FAX :
011/43(732)783745
Dear Katharina,
Do you have
Thank you for sending the Aldo Tambellini material .
other original material collected during your visit that we might use
on the laserdiscs we are preparing for the exhibition?
Please be assured that we are in agreement with the contract that
you faxed on March 11th . We should have the information you requested
- sizes, weights and values, and the list for Fadi. k)y tomorrow . We
are also sending an addendum of clarifications to the faxed contract
which we have signed .
We'll prepare another report on Friday .
We tried to send it
right away, but the ARS ELECTRONICA fax machine would riot receive
until Monday .
Regards,

entered into by the Linzer Veranstaltungsgesellschaft mbH,
LIVA-Brucknerhaus, Untere Donaul&nde 7, A-4010 Linz/Austria,
and Wolfgang
represented by Karl Gerbel, managing director,
and
the
artists
Lehner, executive manager,
Vasulkas Inc ., repesented by Woody & Steina Vasulka, Route 6,
Box 100, Santa Fe, NM 87501, USA .

Subject of the contract is

Providing of a concept in substance for an exhibition on
a)
.6 . Landesmuseum
the topic "Pioneers of Electronic Arts" at 0
92 in
ELECTRONICA
Francisco Carolinum in the framework of ARS
Linz from June 22 thru July 5,
b) selection

machines) ;

1992 .

of 8
of the machines to be presented (minimum
must
be
and
i!1
function
these have to be fully

prosantod bo usod by visitors in an interactive

way .

for transporta c) The machines have to be packed and prepared
Iowa
.
tion not later than Monday, may 4, 1992 in
which
d) Preparation of texts and pictures for a catalogue
will
Weibel
and
Peter
will be published in cooperation with
exhibition)
.
the
(opening
of
be produced until June 22, 1992
MaLin
Wilson,
Vasulka,
and
Steina
This includes essays by woody
David Dunn and other persons to be designated by the Vasulkas .
in
e) Organizing and technical supervision of the exhibition set
(including
1992
Landesmuseum from June 9 thru July 9,
and
preparation
includes
the
also
up and strike down) ; this
the
Us
.
back
to
for
transportation
packing of the machines
Preparation of material for presentation at
(video tapes, slide-shows, possibly CD-ROM discs)

f)

Landesmuseum

A lecture on "Pioneers of Electronic Arts" in the week from
Q)
June 22 thru 27 at Landesmuseum . Date has still to be coordina-

ted with Peter Weibel/LIVA .

The presentors guarantee that a total budget of ATS
a)
thousand
sevenhundredtwentysix
brutto
(i .w .
726 .375 .-Schilling
;
that
are US$
Austrian
threehundredseventyfive
5th,
1992)
February
rate
11,175
from
current
65 .000 .-- netto,
project
.
for
the
will be provided
(e .g . per diems, telephone
All fees, complete overall costs
and office costs etc .), production and technical costs as well
as transport, travel and hotel costs within the US are to be
covered in this amount .
b) Travelling and hotel costs for

David Mueller (flight from Iowa to Austria and v .v ., room from
June 9 thru July 9, 1992),
woody & steina Vasulka (flight from Frankfurt to Austria and
v .v ., room from June 9 thru July 5, 1992),
are not included in the amount mentioned above in II ./a .
c) The payment will be payed in rates as follows :
1 . rate :
2 . rate :
3 . rate :
4 . rate :
LIVA

US$ 5 .000,- (rate 11,502)=ATS 57 .510,Dec 5,1991
ATS 279 .375,Feb 14, 1992
ATS 277 .740,March 16, 1992
bills paid by
of
all
by bank transfer after deduction
ATS 111 .750,

The contract partners bind on
claims of third-party persons .
Linz, March 11, 1992
On behalf of
LINZER VERANSTALTUNa9QE3 mbH
ppa
(Ing .Mag . Wolfgang Lehner)
(Karl Gerbel)

holding LIVA

harmless against

Santa Fe . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
On behalf of
vasulkas Inc .

a"e';-a-gal

(woody & Steina Vasulka)

Draft, Agreement No . 3
ADDENDUM TO CONTRACT, page 1 of 2
As contractors for the pre-production of the ARS ELECTRONICA
"Pioneers" exhibition we are responsible for insurance or
shipping charges until the pick-up of the equipment on May 4,
It is our understanding that as of May 4, 1992 AIZS
1992 .
ELECTRONICA will arrange for shipping, insurance and custocus
clearance of the exhibition materiais .
Please note, that it is also our understanding Lhat; ARS
ELECTRONICA - and not the Vasulkas, Inc . - will be r-c~sponsible
for the costs of returning the machines and equipu:erit Lo their
owners .
for
It is also our understanding that we are :tot. responsible
any of the costs related to the design and execution of the
.1,
catalogue and installation at the Landesmuseum for --alleries 2
2 .2, 2 .3, 2 .4, 2 .5, 2 .6, 2 .9, 2 .10,

2 .11 & 2 .12 .

Attached is a list of the machines to date thxt we have
selected and secured for the exhibition and :r list, of Lhe
equipment for shipment from Iowa City, Iowa, USA, on May 4, 1992 .
Please note that the shipment list is missing the i'ollowing
pieces of equipment .
1 . Stephen Beck's DIRECT VIDEO SYNTHESIZER 24 . VIDEO LOOM From the initial planning phases of the exhibition, ARS
ELECTRONICA has been negotiating with Stephen Beckexhibition
independently regarding his participation i n t,ite
and festival . Beck is currenLly negotiating with fet,er
Weibel regarding the extent of his participation , 'rite
Vasulkas, Inc . has offered Beck 3,000 US$ from our budget
for restoration of his machines . However, bec :iu :,e Beck has
riot finalized his negotiations with Peter Weibel Lo our
knowledge at this date, and because Beck must resl,ore iris
own machine and is not working on our timetahlc- witft our
technician we cannot be responsible for arrarw irig that the
Beck machines are included in the shipment frcin Iowa .
As per an agreement with Peter Weibel, Phil Morton will
participate in the festival, install his own dovice - 0te IP
(Image Processor) - at the Landesmuseum, and be on hand at
the museum during the exhibition, arid for the festival
symposium at the expense of the festival. . Morton, in order
to save shipping costs, will carry his IP as -x( ;(-ss baggage
on his flight to Linz . His proposed arrival in Linz is June
14 so that he can personally install his interactive
Shipping the IP as excess baggage represerits a
machine .
savings and the cost will be E) ;iid by ARS t:AJ ;CYiZO'~ICA .
2.

Draft Agreement No .
ADDENDUM TO CONTRACT, page 2 of 2

3

3.
The BUCHLA SYNTHESIZER, Collection of Michael Czajkovsky
of New York City, is kept in permanent storage in Aspen,
Colorado, and cannot be accessed until the fir~st, week of
The Vasulkas, Inc . will
June .
It needs no restoration .
make every attempt to personally carry t. his si ;;nif'Leant
machine to Linz in time for the installation, but it, is
obviously not available for the May 4, 1992 bulk shipment
If it. must, be shipped the exh, " nsc" wil._i be
from Iowa City .
paid by ARS ELECTRONICA .
Ten pages of materials will be presented to ARS ELECTRONICA
for inclusion in the festival catalogue on April 15, the
exhibition catalogue materials will be sent to Peter Weibel .
Linz, Date
on behalf of
LINZER VERANSTATLUNGSGES mbH
Ing . Mag . Wolfgang Lehner

Karl Gerbel

Santa Fe March 17, 1992
on behalf of the
VasiAfkas,
Woody/5t.eina Vasulka
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Dear MaLi.k.y

I was speaking to Wolfgang Lehner concerning your fax from the
yesterday and your question for the money . He told me, that
transferation has been done on Feb . 14 . Because of the wekend
the
it is possible that it takes your bank longer to receive
bank
we
will
of
our
amount . As soon as we have the confirmation
fax you a copy, too .
only
Regarding the currency exchange rate, we told you that we
taxes
pay
the
have
to
as
we
can transfer you the net amounts
for all artists here in Austria .
We still are waiting for the signed fax-version of the
contract .
Hope you are all well,
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Dear MaLi4t.y

I was speaking to Wolfgang Lehner concerning your fax from
yesterday and your question for the money, He told me, that the
transferation has been done on Feb . 14 . Because of the wekend
the
it is possible that it takes your bank longer to receive
bank
we
will
of
our
confirmation
amount . As soon as we have the
fax you a copy, too .
Regarding the currency exchange rate, we told you th
can transfer you the net amounts as we have to pay``
for all artists here in Austria .
We still are waiting for the signed fax-version of
contract .
Hope you are all well,
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Frankfurt, 19 .2 .1992
Peter Weibel to The Vasulkas,
I confirm here that The Vasulkas have my personal guarantee that
the total budget of 65 .000,--$ for the planned show at Ars
Electronica will not be scaled down .
Since The Vasulkas are not an institute it cannot be expected that
they pay enormous sums in advance in behalf of the project .
Therefore it is agreed that everything is paid in time for the
benefit of the project . Just 10 .000,--$ are kept back to the
moment of the arrival of The Vasulkas in Linz, June 9th .
It is also agreed that the traveling and hotel costs for David
MQller and The Vasulkas are paid extra by LZVA .

SENT BY :LIVA Linz

;20- 2-92

; 16 :12

;
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TELEFAX
DATA:

. ..., .............f ........a........A..

CONC .:
PACES:

.-4».. (DK3- TM PAGE)

Dear woody and Steina,
I was talking to Peter today regarding the effort to raise
budget to an amount of 65 .000,- US$ which can be transferedyour
you without any tax reductions . Though the Austrian tax laws to
are very rigid we have tried very hard to fix your budget to
this amount, which costs us a total od ATS 181 .593,- of our
budget . For this we had to kill an other project, but as
we concern your contribution so important, we succeeded in
doing that .
Now, we are going to send you a new contract .
Regarding the 4 .rate of payment we unfortunately have made the
experience that after the festival still bills are sent to ARS
ELECTRONICA which the artists have
not included in their
(e .g . hotel bills, material etc .) . To sold this problem webudget
offer you to send a credit confirmation to your bank on thiscan
sum . The 3 . rate will be raised relatively to the higher total
budget . s hope this finally makes it possible to you to work
the exhibition which we are considering to be the main event on
of
ARS ELECTRQNICA .
"
Kindest regards

Katharina Gs6llpointner

Fr- urn : DESIGHLHE

Voice
(607) 687-5740

(607) 687-5;398

Foab .2E, 1'9'92

Desi anlab
l
616

87 Chestnut St. Owego, NY 13827

04 :12 PM

POI

FAX
(607) 687-5898

Experimental

Fen-2h-92
I'ri thi nki ng of hi ring a
to drive the stuff to Santa Fe

rental)

P .01

607 687 4341

TV Center

student with VW van (or
He is also a
or to Iowa .

etc . Smart kid . What do
good mechanic and could help you huild
of shipping crates and a lot
you think? I have little in the way
to ship .
The R/Fport :

The
One is from 11NEY and has no display .
I have ? .
least
at
circuit,
other is complete, works, no burn prevention
and ramps .
the tube is hurned . Has an audio interface
data camera is .
The quantizer is not the problem . The
managed but I will send
It is a very peculiar machine, not easily
it if you want .

and pitch to
Putney is most elegant with keyboard
hope UP doesn't show
voltage converter . I misspoke sequencer . I
up with his piano axe .
anticipate the
On extending controls . How far do you
will
determine the
This
public interface from the machine?
camera . 3
and
data
Quantizer,
possibility of extending P/AVS,
talk
to David
stance and I'll
Feet, Three Yards? Let me know di
about feasibility .
Faxing anytime is ok .

4 LC/
01

cif-e)
,
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'raaw,~,~

lvpl oyv

I ACTIVITY REPORT 1

505 4730614

02%25/92

Experimental

16 :20
THE VASULKAS,INC

TV Center

607 687 4341

P .01

Good evening,
You are right I don't write clearly . I spent Hours and
Hours after school making loops and other drill like stupidities
because I couldn't get it right . I quit school as a freshman in
american that is . They, among
high school and joined the navy .
other things, taught me to type . I should stick to typing .
I'm looking for clarity . niogenes i'm not
critical . The question, a question is ; do you want
interfaces to the world from the machines, or do you
describe the functions of the machines, or do you just
send you the machines? Any or all of it is ok with me .

. I am not
Pie to make
want me to
want me to

have putney including a putney sequencer . AHA he
says . are you using this current list as negotiation or do you
want me to send putney, rutt/ptra and all that other stuff?
I

We can make a portapak interface for b/w portapak
At least some . fittings for sync
cameras . I have many cables .
can he had etc .
I think this should be the first attempt at history .
You should do this again and generate money for curating to
support you plural and we will cooperate with the collection . We
don't need the money to keep it together .
A trip would be fun but not mandatory . You should
strike the best deal you can to make happen what you want . We
will support you .
Many things are coming out of the woodwork because of
these efforts . Most of them cannot he developed for this show .
Art Hardware???
A new and much welcomed viewpoint for museums .
now .,

Tell

me

how

far to

go

how

soon,

tell

me

soon,

Like

Communication is such fun . The problem is that we have
not learned to use the phone as well as we use paper . If we all
had autorecord phones then we could refer to conversations as we
do with paper, printout conversations, listen to them again, but
no, we use the conversation machine to transmit paper . Oh well .
Love

Peter Weibel

Institut fOr Neue Medien

Hanauer

Landstrage 204
D-6000 Frankfurt/Main 1

Frankfurt, 4: .3 .1992
Dear Stephen Beck,
as artistic director of the Festival Ars Electronica i allow
myself to turn to you with a specific request . As you know there
is a show prepared by the Vasulkas on the early pioneers of
electronic art at the 06 . Landesmuseum in Linz . Naturally your two
early machines, the direct-video--synthesizer and the video-loom,
are an imporant part of this project and if they could not be
shown it would cast a shadow of a doubt of the show itself .
Therefore I ask you as historian and a colleague who admires your
work to give us the permission to include these machines in our
show according to the negotiations with the Vasulkas,
on the other hand I know from the visit of Katharina Gsollpointner
that you are very interested to show your actual work in Linz . For
the understanding of my difficult position in respect to your
legitimate desire I have to give you some background information .
I am the artistic director of the festival, that means I decide
the subject which this year is endophysics and nanotechnology . But
I do not have control about the financial side of the festival .
The financial side of the festival is this year extremly bad . The
city of Linz always wants to make a very popular festival, and I
always have to fight to keep its avantgarde character . Especially
the a show of the early pioneers is not liked by anybody . I am the
only one in Linz who is convinced, that the period between 1965
and 1967 was heroic and important and that the show itself will be
a pivotal success . It took all my power to put the show through .
And therefore I ask your for your support to make this show
successful by lending us your machines .
On the other hand, the financial situation does not allow me to
realize at the moment one of your newer or actual projects . But I
see a possiblity to show it at an other time . Therefore I would
like to invite you to come to Linz during the festival from
22 .--27 .June, maybee even some days before, that you can control
the installation of your machines . We would pay your trip, hotel,
accomodation and your daily expenses . At this opportunity we can
discuss precisely the possibilitis to show your actual work on
another Ars Electronica . If you want, I would be pleased to hear a
lecture of you during the festival about your actual work .
I would also be extremly glad and honored, if you would give after
Linz a lecture at my institute in Frankfurt about your recent
work, naturally you would get some extra money (travel expenses
and fee) for this lecture .
I .hope to see you as our guest at the festival and ask you again
to support us by lending us your early machines, because they are
extremly important for us .

nPcc, MT q n1

Dear Peter Weibel,
Thank you for your FAX message . While I look forward to meeting you in person at Ars
Electronica, I have learned much about you and your work from the Vasulkas . I have also
heard very good things about your Institute for New Media, and I am honored by your
invitation to me to come there for a symposium after the Ars Electronica . ( Also I hope
you are recovering your health as I heard that you were hospitalized recently .)
First I am honored by the invitation to participate in Ars this year . There is this artistic
dilemma for me - to focus on my "classical" work of early years, or my contemporary
work . In light of the information in your letter I regret to hear that there is a mixed
concensus on the presentation of the "early" days and video instruments . However in
respect of your position, and in support of your efforts to champion the "heroic
importance " of the early years, I hope to cooperate as much as possible with you and the
Vasulkas to insure the success of the exhibition .
Second, thank you for the pledge of travel costs, hotel, and expenses to attend to Linz for
the festival, and perhaps as long as one week prior in order to install the exhibitions . I
also would indeed like to have a formal forum to make a symposium about the overview
of my work . And as you indicated, a formal committment to be able to return to Linz next
year to create a contemporary installation for 1993 . What about an honorarium for the
presentation I would make at Linz, to help offset expenses here?
Third, there is the need for me to have at least one assistant to accompany me . I trust
this can also be provided for by Ars Electronica for travel costs and expenses . My
assistant will share my hotel room, so no additional cost there .
Fourth, I would like to enlist the assistance of local art school students to apprentice
under me during the installation process . I like to do this to both teach techniques to
motivated and talented students, as well as to learn from them about local art situations,
and to share news from California . Perhaps you can recommend to me the contact at the
local art university in Linz . They also help me with the installation and operation of the
synthesizers .

Fifth, I am also asking Ms . Christine Vannaschy at the Pompidou Center about going there
for a symposium presentation after Linz . I need to improve the financial returns from this
big trip to Europe by making other appearances in order to subsidize the expense of time
and materials to restore my Video Synthesizer and Video Weaver for the interactive show
at Linz . Perhaps if you know here you could put in a good word for me???
Finally, in order to satisfy my desire to have a contemporary work of mine in presence at
Ars Electronica, I have submitted two animation entries and one music entry to the Prix
Ars competition . These are excerpted movements from my larger new work
"Atmospheres", the first portion of which I premiered at ARTEC '91 in Nagoya, Japan last
year . I would love to be able to extend it at Ars Electronica next year, or at some other
forum in Europe .

As for logistics, it is going to be tight on time to complete all restoration work on the
video synthesizers in time to ship them to Linz to arrive by June 10-1 S . I am
investigating shipping and crating expenses, and will be intouch with the Vasulkas about
the . However, my preliminary information is that shipping the large synthesizer to Linz
and back could cost as much as USD $1300-$1 S00 . I also assume that Ars Electronica will
provide adequate shipping and exhibition insurance to cover any damages or losses to my
instruments during their travels and appearances .
So we need to formalize some agreements, get contracts and budgets approved, and
generally make the comittments firm in order for me to allocate time and people to begin
the restoration work .
I trust that at a later date we will be able to enjoy conversations of a more theoretical
and aesthetic nature about electronic images and art forms, once these practical matters
have been resolved.
Thank you again for your interest in my work, and for the invitations to Linz and to
Frankfurt . I look forward to meeting you in person at Linz .

Best Regards,

Stephen Beck
CC : Vasulkas

SENT BY :LIVA Linz

;11- 3-92 ; 17 :54

;
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entered into by the Linzer Veranstaltungsgesellschaft mbH,
A-4010 Linz/Austria,
LIVA-Brucknerhaus, Untere Donauldnde 7,
and Wolfgang
director,
Gerbel,
managing
represented by Karl
the
artists
Lehner, executive manager, and
Vasulkas Inc ., repesented by Woody & Steina Vasulka, Route 6,
Box 100, Santa Fe, NM 87501, USA .

Subject of the contract is

Providing of a concept in substance for an exhibition on
a)
the topic "Pioneers of Electronic Arts" at 0 .6 . Landesmuseum
Francisco Carolinum in the framework of ARS ELECTRONICA 92 in
Linz from June 22 thru July 5, 1992 .

of 8
b) selection of the machines to be presented (minimum
these have to be fully ih function and must be
machines) ;
presented be used by visitors in an interactive way .
c) The machines have to be packed and prepared for transporta
in
Iowa
.
tion not later than Monday, May 4, 1992
d) Preparation of texts and pictures for a catalogueandwhich
will
will be published in cooperation with Peter weibel
.
exhibition)
of
the
1992
(opening
be produced until June 22,
MaLin
Wilson,
Steina
Vasulka,
and
This includes essays by woody
David Dunn and other persons to be designated by the Vasulkas .
in
e) Organizing and technical supervision of the exhibition set
(including
1992
July
9,
Landesmuseum from June 9 thru
and
up and strike down) ; this also includes the preparation
US
.
the
back
to
packing of the machines for transportation
f) Preparation of material for presentation at
(video tapes, slide-shows, possibly CD-ROM discs)

Landesmuseum

g) A lecture on "Pioneers of Electronic Arts" in the weak from
June 22 thru 27 at Landesmuseum, Date has still to be coordina ted with Peter Weibel/LIVA .

SENT BY :LIVA Linz

;11- 3-92

; 17 :55

;
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of ATS
a)
The presentors guarantee that a total budget thousand
sevenhundredtwentysix
brutto
(i .w .
726 .375 . -are US$
that
Schilling ;
threehundredseventyfive Austrian
1992)
5th,
February
from
current rate 11,175
65 .000 .-- netto,
.
will be provided for the project
(e .g . per diems, telephone
All fees, complete overall costs
technical costs as well
and office costs etc .), production and within
the US are to be
travel and hotel costs
as transport,
covered in this amount .
b) Travelling and hotel costs for

v .v ., room from
David Mueller (flight from Iowa to Austria and
June 9 thru July 9, 1992),
to Austria and
woody & Steina Vasulka (flight from Frankfurt
v .v ., room from June 9 thru July 5, 1992),above in 11, /a .
are not included in the amount mentioned

follows :
c) The payment will. b e payed in rates as
US$ 5 .000,- (rate 11,502)=ATS 57 .510,1 . rate : Dec 5,1991
ATs 279 .375,2 . rate : Feb 14, 1992
ATS 277 .740,
3 . rate : March 16, 1992
bills paid by
all
4 . rate : by bank transter after deduction of
ATS 111 .750,LIVA
harmless against
The contract partners bind on holding LIVA
claims of third-party persons .
Linz, March 11, 1992
On behalf of
LINZER VERANSTALTUNGSOLS mbH
ppa
(Ing .Mag . Wolfgang Lehner)
(Karl. Gerbel)

Santa Fe . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
On behalf of
vasulkas Inc .

(woody & Steina Vasulka)
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Dear Woody and Steina,

. Concerning Peters
Enclosed please find another draft agreement
willing
to keep just a
talking to the management board they are
us
Peter
told
you would
sum of US$ 10 .000, - . This is the sum
agree with .
only send the
The management board also said, that they will
concerning
the
money after we have got all the information
we
questions
insurance
technical, transportation, customs and
of
all
as
a
list
were mentioning in our last fax(es), as well
stuff
equipment you need for presentation (like Video and sound
.
his
work
on
with
etc .) This is very important for Fadi to go
back
a
and
fax
So please send us the detailed informations way goes like we
the
signed version of this agreement . Then original,
which you send
you
the
:
we
send
before
have proposed
back immediately .
Regarding the designers we still are waiting for their O .K .
This has to come within this week . Wel4ill immediately bring
adress :
you in touch with them . i n the meanwhile here is their
Gregor Eichinger and Christian Knechtl
"Eichinger oder Knechtl"
Franz Josef Kai 29
A-1010 Vienna
Tel . (222) 535--5424
FAX
(222) 535-4039
Kindest Regards

Brigitte Vasicek

Katharina Gsbllpointrier
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To Woody and Steina Vasulka
Fax : 001 (505) 473-0614
Santa Fe

Dear Steina & Woody,
thanks for your very complex fax from the 19th of March .
Depending to your fax page 7 "equipment that may need to be
sent depending upon availability in Linz" T have the
following question : Woody do you own all or parts of the
necessary test equipment or optional test equipment .
Gitti and I think,because of the high volume of transport
goods it should make no financial matter to have 200 pounds
more . So please send me a fax about the test equipment you
easily can ship to Europe, because of not having rental
costs . All other euipment I'll try to rent as cheap as
possible .
About power supply (110/220 Voltage transformer) :
How many power supply stations, watts etc . - please specify,
because than
I know if we can use transformer from the Brucknerhaus or
not .

O .k . thats it for first,

greetings and'have a nice day

Wolfgang aka FART
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MaLin Wilson

Special Projects Coordinator

The Vasulkas, Inc .
1a0 Route 6

Santa Fe, NM 87601

Dear MaLin:
Thank you for your letter regarding the ARS E~LECTRONICA exhibition .
The project sounds great and I would be happy to be a part of the

term .

a,

I 'am enclosing a copy of my curriculum vitae' ,as per your request .
I apologize for the delay but hope I'm not too' late.
Blost wishes to Woody and Steina .
Respectfully,

Judson Rosebush

E
..~ T
11 .

THE VASULKAS INC.
ROUTE 6 BOX 100
SANTA FE NM 87501

4

Dear Peter,
We just received the draft of the contract from Katarina
this morning . After reading the draft and discussing it with
our team we came to the conclusion that the conditions are
too unreasonable to accept, it almost looks that somebody
does not want this show at all . We concluded that we could
produce the show only by borrowing money from the bank using
the Linz contract as a collateral, something we hesitate to
do as it could leave us holding the bag . We want you to read
this draft very carefully and try to understand our
frustrations . We both feel that we have already lost our
team, they took it very hard . . .(everybody has put a lot of
time and enthusiasm into this), and without them we do not
see how we can salvage the project . In this fax are
Katarinas' contract draft and our reply . . . please call!
Santa Fe, 7-Feb-92
Woody and Steina . . .

(with unconditional love, of course)

ENT BY :LIVA Linz

; 7- 2-92

; 13 :29

;
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Draft Agreement
between Vasulkas Inc . & LIVA
activities by the Vasulkas Inc . :
Providing of a concept in substance for an exhibition on the
topic "Pioneers of electronic arts" at 0 .b .Landesmuseum
Francisco Carolinum in the framework of ARS ELECTRONICA 92 in
Linz from June 22 thru July 5, 1992 .
Selection of the machines to be presented (12 to 15 pieces) ;
theses have to be fully in function and must be presented to be
used by visitors in an interactive way .
The machines have to be packed and prepared for transportation
not later than Monday, May 4 in Iowa .
Preparation of texts and pictures for a catalogue which will be
published in cooperation with Peter Weibel and will be produced
until June 22, 1992 (opening of the exhibition) . This includes
essays by Woody and Steina Vasulka, MaLirn Wilson, David Dunn
and other persons to be designated by the Vasulkas .
Organizing and technical supervision of the exhibition in
Landesmusuem from June 9 thru July 9, 1992 (including set up
and take down) ; this also includes the preparation and packing
of the machines for transportation back to the US .
Preparation of material for presentation at Landesmuseum (video
tapes, slide-shows, possibly CD-ROM discs)

A lecture on "Pioneers of electronic arts" in the week from
June 22 thru 27 at Landesmuseum .

The payment at an amount of ATS 581 .100,-(-- brutto 65 .000,US$ ; current rate 11,175 from Feb .5) includes the following
costs :
- for the complete activities mentioned above

- for complete travelling costs
- for lodging costs in Austria
- for complete overall costs (e .g . per diems,
office costs etc .)

telephone and

The payment will be payed in rates as follows :
US$ 5 .000,- (rate 11,502)=ATS 57 .510,1 . rate : Dec 5,1991
ATS 150,000,2 . rate : after signing the contract
ATS 150 .000,3 . rate : June 9,1992
all
bills paid by
4 . rate : by bank transfer after deduction of
ATS 223 .590,LIVA
The contract partners bind on holding LIVA harmless against
claims of third-party persons .

VASULKAS, INC .
ROUTE 6 BOX 100
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO 87501
U .S .A .
Tel : 505/471-7181
Fax : 505/473-0614
February 7,

1992

ARS ELECTRONICA
FAX :
011/43(732)283745
Dear Katharina,
We can no longer negotiate with ARS ELECTRONICA .
12-15 fully functional
The insistence that we provide
the public is
machines that are set up for interactivity with
misplaced . You must understand that we have already c=onsidered.
this problem for two months . Personally we would love to restore
We have also consulted with Stephen
twice that many machines .
Beck and the Exploratorium in San Francisco regarding the
interface for the public .
It has been a topic of daily
discussion here .
These machines are handmade, old and fragile - they would
Beyond the restoration
definitely be destroyed by public usage .
of these old machines, the interface presents a very challenging
problem .
We are not magicians, but are anxious to do as much as
is feasible .
Our budget cannot possibly include the travel and lodging
for three people in Linz from June 9 - July 9 as you propose .
The schedule of payments in your draft contract. would be
impossible for us . We are not capable of proceeding; under these
conditions . We are unwilling to accept or discuss the irrational
schedule of payments in the draft agreement .
Sincerely,

MaLin Wilson
Exhibition Coordinator

SENT BY :LIVA Linz

;21-10-91

;

12 :56

;
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near Woody and Steina Vasulka,
concerning the exhibit-on on pioneers of t:-:e electronic arts
at Ars Electronica 92 we are very happy to have you curating
the show . I would like to inform you, that Gottfried
Hattinger is going to leave the ARS and me and Brigitte
vasicek will di the artistic management with Peter Weibel as
artistic director .
I'n involved with the exhibition in the gallery
of the
Landesmusuem in Linz and would like to inform you about the
most probable schedule : the set up time will be from June 8
thru June 22, the day we are planning to open. the show J.n
the afternoon . The exhibition will run thru appo-"oximately
July 7 .
Peter Weibel and me are planning to come to the US within
the
next month to meet you for discussing the whole concept,
Before all we now would need very urgently the names and
adresses of the artists/inventors you intend to invite . we
also have to find all devices and machines for the exhibition
and probably have to arrange dates, contracts and so on .
Could you please send me via FAX a list of the datas
r_onccrnang tha concept and poracnn taking pmLt G ;i tlc ;niauw,
as well as a time proposal for our meetings in the JS . For
further questions please contact me in Brucknerhaus Linz
(0043 732 275225 Ext . 285) .
Looking very much forward to cooperating with you
Sincerely

( r . ICathari?ia Gs71Ypointner )
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Dear MdLin Wilson,
I'm a bit worrying about my appointments with the long list of
people you proposed me to meet . You already made appointments
with Barbara Wise, Ralph Hocking, Skip Sweeney and Bill Hearn,
but what about the rest of the list? I'm leaving Linz already
tomorrow evening for Vienna, so I really would like to get a last
confirmation whom I can meet at what time .
If it's not possible
for you to give me this information until tomorrow night, please
send me a fax to NYC, where I'm staying at Melissa Gould's :
PAX (212) 633-2393
Tel . (212) 924-0124
Looking forward to mee
Warm regards

ou and the Vasulkas

Kath
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Dear MaLin,

Thanks for your fax and all the informations . There are a few
changes in my schedule, please notice :
as I have too
I will. stay in Chicago from Dec 15 thru 17 now,That
means that
a
half
day
.
little time there if I just stay
from 18
Washington
in
17
thru
18,
I'll be in Boston only from
21
.
on
Dec
where
I
leave
thru 19 and then in NYC,

can you
A hotel in Santa Fe will be booked for me, but please
on
Dec
.5 at
Alburquerque
in
:
arriving
reserve the Shuttlejack
.3C
a
.m
.
.
7
at
6
on
Dec
Alburquerque
12 .30 (noon) ; leaving
that
I already have a car reserved for L .A . and San Diego, so
won't be a problem .

which I hope
A problem I still see is my journey to Hinghampton think it would
to be able to do just for two days (one night) . I Dec .3 ; and I
be best to do this from Monday Dec .2 till Tuesday,
where I
think I'll go there by bus or plane . This also depends on arrange
(I'll have to ask my travel agency to
could stay there .
So
please notice these two days for my
the whole thing .)
appointments with R .Hocking/Sherry Miller and D .Jones and
D .McArthur .
All the rest seems quite clear in the moment, please keep me
informed about further fixed appointments .
My kindest regards
Katharina

Fgbw+l far Kunat,

raehna"ia anI CaWI0draf
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Dear Steina and Woody,
thank you for your faxes from Nov . 4 and 7 . I would like to
discuss your proposals and concept with you at Santa Fe . For this
I've made up a travelling plan for beginning of December which
looks like this :
leaving from Austria and arriving in NYC at Nov . 30 .
NYC : 30/11 thru 5/12
leaving NYC on 5/12 going to Santa Fe thru 7/12
leaving Santa Fe on 7/12 going to L .A ./San Diego thru 11/12
leaving L .A . on 11/12 for San Fran . thru 15/12
leaving San Fran . on 15/12 for Chicago thru 16/12
leaving Chicago on 16/12 for Boston (Computer Museum) thru 17/12
leaving Boston on 17/12 for Washington (Smithsonian) thru 18/12
18/12 : back to NYC and Austria
This schedule is made up after your list from Nov,4, I'm also
proposing to go to Boston and Washington as Christine Schdpf from
ORF recommended it to me . If you think, it wouldn't be possible,
please tell me . Besides I'd like to ask if you see any
possibility to vistit silicon valley Museum . This could be
connected with my stay in L .A .
I would be very glad if you could arrange it with all the
persons on your list, that I'll be there the days mentioned
above . After this I can fix the daily appointments myself, but
also would be thankful, if you'd do this for me in certain cases
(e .g . if some of the artists/inventors have a difficult
time-table etc .)
At my stay in Santa Fe we also can prepare our contract and clear
the budget . I think it'll be possible to bring the administrative
fee as well .
If you think it should be necessary that one of you is coming
with me to some places please tell me so that we can coordinate
our schedule .
I'd be happy to receive your answer very soon .
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Dear Woody and Steina Vasulka,
concerning the exhibition on pioneers of the electronic arts
at Ars Electronica 92 we are very happy to have you curating
the show . I would like to inform you, that Gottfried
Hattinger is going to leave the ARS and me and Brigitte
vasicek will. d o the artistic management with Peter Weibel as
artistic director .
I'm involved with the exhibition in the gallery of the
Landesmusuem in Linz and would like to inform you about the
most probable schedule : the set up time will be from Tune 8
thru June 22, the day we are planning to open the show in
the aftarnoon . The exhibition. will run thru apporoximately
July 7 .

Peter Weibel and me are planning to come to the US within the
next month to meet you for discussing the whole concept .
Before All we now would need very urgently the names and
adresses of the artists/inventors you intend to invite . We
also have to find all devices and machines for the exhibition
and probably have to arrange dates, contracts and so on .
Could you please send me via FAX a list of the datas
r_ onocrning the concept and poroonn taking gait uli

tLC

a11uw,

as well as a time proposal for our meetings in the US . For
further questions please contact me in Brucknerhaus Linz
(0043 732 275225 Ext . 285) .
Looking very much forward to cooperating with you
Sincerely
Linzer Veranstaltur~qsgesmbH
i .A . i l
(Dr . Kathariiia GSC-11!pointner )

Kankr. TecbODM'ii and G1'"I*Ailt
.. .
YMnr411fr : BrucknOtfiaus tint (11VA) and
Qrttrrsichirchir Rundlunk / (dgdka&dia pbdrOrtItrlh
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December h,
Hey S/W,

1991

I have a list .
These work

T think,

Paik Abe second or third one
Jones Keyers & colorizer original prototypes
Oscilators and Sequnecer
Rutt Etra one complete, one from WNET no display
Hea rn A&B
Serge Old ones from Gary Hill & newer ones we built .
George Brown Keyer
These don't but could .
First raster scan we built ala UP . Walter dubbed
a "wohhuIator" .
McArthur Spatial

and Intensity Digitizer .

it

(SAID)

An early Rutt and or Etra something or other that
Barbara Buckner left here . A picture enclosed . (Sitting
next to a couple of wire recorders)
Lots of early commercial stuff ie a CV portapak in like new
condition . CAT frame buffer controlled by Cromemco computer .
Ruchla, Synthi, Arp, etc . Lots of Apple stuff, other computers
etc .
Time for inventory . I have a student next semester willing
to do this kind of work but that won't help much now . If you are
mainly interested in the non-commercial stuff then I think that
this list is close . David could he more precise ahout his stuff .
Love,

R/S

0T

V1

N III
v

ptfO

Santa Fe, Nov ",

W

1991

Ars Eiectronica, Brucknerhaus, hin .
Att : Dr . Katharina Gsoellpointner
Dear Katharina,
As usually, the information you need the most is the
trickiest to get. . This is really looking far back and people
are spread all over . . .
There are at least four locations you may have to
visit, Sari Francisco, L .A ./San Diego, New York/Binghamptorl,
Chicago and Santa. Fe of course . We can hardly guarantee the
appointments in every case right. now, but. given more time
and more effort it. should be possible . We are gett,ing the
telephones and addresses together, but- we need to get our
real team working on it . We have tr:-icked down some more
telephones and you will. find them included, but they have to
be, verified on Monday . I guess, this is a massive work and
needs a full time attention . . .
We are also working on the curatoria - conct-pt and cili
send you our version of the budget, regardless of t,ht~
particular share of the execution - hopefuIiy be foi , e
Thursday . We have also looked into our ar ch i vex; arid have
found plenty of interesting items there, (information,
interviews, articles) . The plot seems to be thickening . . .
More names and numbers (addresses will be in the next t'ax) :
Sari Francisco :
-------------Don Buchla (Sound synthesis,history) tel. : 415 52)3 4446
Serge Tserepnin (Modular synthesis)
Brice Howard (director or National ( ..enter for Experiments
in Television at KQED in San Francisco)
His phone t in Texas : 214 7-1-1 1 :300
Steve Beck (Video synthesis, history NfET-KQED)
Skip Sweeney (Video feedbacks, history Video Fref" Amer-i(a)
tel : 415 648 9040
Lary Templeton (Mixer/colonizer at NCET-KQED)
Bill_ Hearn (Videum at. the Exploratorium, F;AB Lat) (Fle t-ronie
Associates of Berkley)
tel : 4?5 848 6121
Howard Guttst,ad (history)
t .el : 415 821 1116
,Jody Gi.llerman (information)
tel : 415 67-1 2880
Rd Tannenbaum (informat :i can)
f .(-I : 11-7) ?87 1 :-67
J(,rry Hunt (early audio/video too1~. )
Phil Cr zzen (early video 1)roc(-ss ng )
agone ( :-rea.t i ve tech at NIOED) now in N .Y .
.Jeff Schier (digital videotools)

.

November 14, 1991
tiat:harina GsOellpoint.ner
:ors Eiectronica
near K.tthar ina,

-

Woody , St.ei.n a and I have met. t o discuss %%our Letter- of
November 12th regarding your up coming visit to the .
.S We
;
are most anxious to establish direct communi(-ation with you .
This is a complicated project., and t.o meet: t:he schedule in
.June will_ require a great, deal of coordination and
corwentra.t,e(i effort by many different peopie . We are
anxious to initiate our efforts as goon as possible .
We are very excited about- an "origins of video
Looking at y ;)ur prc:)posed
Flkhibit .on and publication .
ineraxy tae real i7.ed that wt should clarify the focus of
our <_uratorial. interc, st . Our expertise in the origins of
earl :- video is concentrated on the creative individuals who
made personal tools, Moth early analog and eariv digital_ .
The primary cr°i t.eri.a of our interest, are t4ce personal
~IT-t_,i st./creator as ink-erit.or, who consequent.l y created work
in real t.imc~ and wit.ti hybrid electronic- tool, , . i'tiIitarian
cases o f video (including commercials, pop techno-(,ul tore and
s,cient.ific visualization) produced in inst.itutional and
industrial envi ronmant.s
an emphasis on arcimat i on :ar(-outs=ide r)f our knowledge any:: interest . .
Regarding your itinerary, many ( . f the individu~,Os
It.
wil.i need t.o see are rather inaccessible and c cc-F--ntric .
t .i I i be necessary for Wood and Steina to nego :,iatcu by
t,el eptcone with most. of these individuals at length to
arrange your meetings with them . It. might even he necessary
f'c>r- Woody car St .eina to accompany you in a few cases . In
order for us to proceed_ we must be clear about c ,ur r~quest.
for the minor administrative fee of $600 . If you real .ty
want to move forward this money should be tele-transferred
to our account so th<-;t. we can c-onrentrate our efforts toward
your projec=t .
We l()ok forward r~> wor-kirrg with y c.) u on thi :=; imt>ortant.
area of knotcledge - a, l:c=ri od in video that wi l hecomF,
harde- anti_ harder tc reconstruct, as t i.me c.~nntinues to
d i stanc-e- tas .
i

,

,

It .

-

,;

-

-

,
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-

a.rm regards,

Mal .i n Wilson
Coordinator
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VASULKAS, INC .
ROUTE 6 BOX 100
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO 87501
U .S .A .
Tel : 505/471-7181
Fax : 505/473-0614
January 15, 1992
ARS ELECTRONICA
011/43(732)283745
FAX :
Dear Katharina,
We have received your fax and appreciate your embarrassment
Of course, we
over the shortened budget for ARS ELECTRONICA .
and
feel that this is such an important exhibition conceptually
As
of
.
historically that we are quite saddened by the situation
until we hear
today we are suspending our work on the exhibition
from you .
For your information, we have fully expended the $5,000
expenses
advance, which includes the airline tickets and travel
for Woody and David's visit to California, from January 23-27 .
They will complete this trip .
reality
As the time continues to pass, we are faced with the
that without a firm contract and funding in hand, an exhibition
with a catalogue looks more and more impossible to accomplish
modest
with the fullness and attention it deserves . Of course, a
exhibition could be pulled together, but the concept . really
deserves full exposition . Could we suggest that this
exhibition/catalogue be scheduled to coincide with next year's
With the proper lead time, and the
ARS ELECTRONICA festival .
opportunity to work closely with the museum and the designers we
could do this show the right way .
Woody and Steina and I will be anxious to hear from you and
and
Peter . We realize that you are in a very difficult position,
send
only wish to be as supportive and helpful as possible . We
you and Peter our affection .
Warm regards,

SENT BY :LIVA Linz

Linz,

; 7- 2-92

;

1 3 :27

;
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6/2/92

Dear Woody and Steina,
dear MaLin,
Thank you for your fax again, I m very sorry that all this takes
such a lot of time, but we really are trying hard to make the
best conditions for doing this important exhibition within our
budget situation . Referring to your fax from Jan 30 :
Recording your coordination fee and David Dunn's essay we
gratefully appreciate your appointment .
The selection of the machines of course is up to the curators, we
also do not insist on showing Frank Gillette's machine, this
seems to be a misunderstanding, The importance of the
presentation shall be up to the curators, we understand quite
well, how important curating and selecting the machines for the
vasulkas is, but still would like to insist on at least 12 to 15
machines being presented here .
Referring to the technical instructions and schematics we
consider that for the restoration necessary schematics have to be
included in the fee of restoring and reparing the machines . Any
further schematics would be much more of interest for the
catalogue than for the show itself . Actually we cannot afford to
have schematics done just for the show to present them . So if
David considers them to be necessary for the restoration he has
to include them in his tee .
Peter still does not understand in what kind of technology the
pieces will be presented . We cannot present the machines just
sitting, lying or standing around like in a historical museum .
The show must have an event character, that means visitors must
have the opportunity to use the machines, to interact with them,
to see live what they can do . I ¬ installed stations are possible
within the budget, we'd be happy .
If all machines are prepared for transport in Iowa we of course
agree with you that this would be the best point of shipping them
directly to Europe .
We are sharing your care of maintaining appropriate curating
emphasis of the exhibition at your concern, that the exhibition
and catalogue reflects the significance of the period . Therefore
we agree with you not to cont
` Dan sandin and Phil Morton, as
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we do not want to effect the Vasulkas'curating decisions .

However
in our understandment Steven Beck was part of the histories, We
will not show his current work as a separate project, but want to
have him first in the framework of the "Pioneers" . He would be
the only person besides the Vasulkas and David Mueller to be
invited personally to come to Linz, if the Vasulkas agree .
concerning the production of CD-ROM discs we are going to contact
the Austrian representative Ernest Steiner in Vienna for a
possible donation .
Concerning your attendance in Linz it would be necessary that
woody and Steina and David Mueller to be here in Linz during the
whole period of the show, as well as the set up and set down
time . Bob okane could be available as technical assistent if
necessary . As contact person from ARS ELECTRQNICA we can offer
you Wolfgang "Fadi" Dorninger again who you should know well as
an excellent technician and organisator . There is no specialist
within the museum itself .
Enclosed please find a contract proposal which we'd send you as a
final one if you agree with everything . As soon as we have first
the faxed and signed by you version we send you the second rate
of money .
Referring to your proposal including Judson Rosebush Peter would
include him at the proposed amount, if 3 to 4 pieces of working
machines shown here in Linz would be included in his work . He
also would like to know what Judson would like to have as fee
just for a catalogue essay .
Please be assured, that we know that to fully cover the topic
would need two years and a much higher budget, but we have only
this limited possibilities within the frame of a festival and
not a museum . It is always up to a festival to do what it can to
show the historical part of arts .
For our organisation we also would have to know very soon the
exact size and weight of the machines which will have to be
transported from Iowa, also any other transportation material .
Also we need rather urgently a list of the described machines
(name, owner, what can they do) and before all, their values
insured .
we also would like to inform you that David Mueller has to bring
his declaration of residence directly from a US tax office . This
declaration says that he won't stay in Austria longer than 183
days and that his income in Austria won't exceed US$ 3000,- .
otherwise our executive secretary has to keep 20 % of all
payments to/for a US resident .
Now, we have planned the following dates for you to be here,
please can you confirm this so that we can make the room
reservations :

SENT BY :LIVA Linz
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Woody and Steins : June 9 thru July
David Mueller : June 9 thru July 9
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Please be aware that you have to check your flights
As we have a new executive secretary we only can d
from now on . This also means that you would receive
you still get in ATS .
Kindest regards
sincerely

Katharina Gs6ilpointner
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David Muller
slectronios i)oaign Engineer
Department of Physics and Astronomy
The University of Iowa
Iowa City, IA 52242
(319)335-2076
working for
David Muller is an Electronics Design Engineer
Iowa
. The
of
the Iowa Space Physics Group at The University
scientific
group works under NASA contracts to build space-based
writes computer
instruments . Muller designs circuit boards and Earth's
poles and
the
software for an instrument that will orbit
group
with
the
He has been
take images of the Aurora Borealis .
since August, 1990 .
Audio Engineer
From July, 1984 to August, 1990, Muller was an of
Iowa . At
for the Experimental music studios, The University
techniques
advanced
in
the studios, he taught classes and seminars
a digital .
constructed
relating to interactive media, designed and
supervised
audio workstation and many other studio devices,
for
engineering and computer science students who built projects
the
art on
the studios, composed music and works of visual conferences,
concerts,
various
works
at
computer, performed
seminars, radio and television programs .
Interface
Some of Muller's previous projects include a PCM
recorders
;
board, enabling computers to talk to digital tape
a data
systems
;
ambisonic encoders and decoders for surround sound audio tape
formatter for recording satellite data onto digital
amplifiers for
recorders ; low-noise precision instrumentation metronome for
scientific measurements ; a digital programmable
; a
assisting musicians in the performance of complex rhythms
voltage
;
a
winding
machine
control system for a hydraulic spring
and built in
controlled tape speed controller with digital readout
vector
equalizing
digital
;
a
frequency counter and intervalometer
with
a
laser
images
draw
generator which allows a computer to
scanners ; and
while compensating for resonances in the laser's
filters,
as
such
projects
numerous special purpose audio
crossovers, limiters, preamplifiers, etc .

Muller has written many computer programs, including a
software for
digital audio workstation program, spectrum analysis
analyzing musical instruments, data acquisition programs for
various medical and mechanical engineering experiments, neural
recogni
network simulators for optimization problems and pattern room
filters,
such
as
programs
tion, audio signal processing
simulators, sample rate converters, waveshaping and fm synthesis,
fast Fourier transforms, phase vocoders, and programs for computer
image processing . His digital audio workstation program runs on
an IBM AT clone and allows direct to disk recording, editing,
. The
synthesis, and manipulation of compact disc quality sound
easy
access
with
composers
program is written in BASIC to provide
.
to the capabilities of the system

NOV-07-'91 THU 14 :00 ID :TECHNIGRHPHICS D

DAVID W . MULLER
OBJECTIVE :
SUMMARY :

TEL N0 :13193548973

RR7 Box 6, Iowa City, IA

52242

#627 P03

(319)-337-4962

Electronics engineering position .
Extensive background in all facets of electronics design,
including design of computer and digital hardware and soft
ware, as well as analog circuits and complete systems . Experi
audio,
ence in a wide range of related technologies including
and
acoustics
networks,
neural
video, photography, mechanics,
teaching,
composing
at
experienced
Also
industrial controls .
and performing computer music .

EXPERIENCE :
1984 to
present

1983 to
1984

THE UNIVERSITY OF IOWA, Iowa City, IA
Experimental Music Studios
Audio Engineer
computer
* Design, construct, maintain, purchase and install
composition
and
video
for
music
equipment
and electronic
* Write computer software in C, PASCAL, FORTRAN, BASIC, and
assembler for 8086, 68000, 6502, Z80, DSP32, Impp7281music
* Organize and teach classes and seminars on computer
techniques and composition
algo
* Research of topics related to computer composition
self-organizing
rithms : chaos, fractals, neural networks,
systems
* Promotion of studios : radio and television appearances,
studio tours, conferences
MOUNTAIN COIN MACHINE DISTRIBUTORS, Des Moines, IA
Technician
* Repair of video games, pinball machines, juke boxes, and
other microprocessor based coin machines

1981 to
1983

SELF EMPLOYED, Des Moines, IA
Sub-Contractor
* Work with local companies in various fields
* Repair, maintain, design controls for industrial hydraulic
and pumping machinery, and computer based HVAC systems
* Recording studio maintenance
* Sound and lighting systems design, installation, and mainte
nance

1979 to
1981

WILLIAMS ELECTRONICS, Des Moines, IA
Service Shop Manager
* Repair of audio, musical instrument, stage lighting equip
went
* Sound system design and installation
* Design of audio processing and lighting equipment
* Scheduling, purchasing, training, other managerial tasks

G&S ORGAN SPECIALISTS, Des Moines, IA
Technician
*Repair of electronic keyboards, guitar amps, etc .
DAVID W . MULLER/2
1978 to
1979

RECENT PROJECT$ :

NOV-07-'91 THU 14 :01 ID :TECHNIGRAPHICS D

TEL NO :13193545973

#627 P04

Digital Audio Workstation :
Platform for composers to write computer composition programs,
board of
and edit and process music . A hardware interface
interfacing
constructed,
and
about 75 chips was designed
random
digital audio tape recorders to a PC AT bus, enabling
processing
DSP
parallel
A
recording
.
access direct-to-disk
and
filtering
transforms
Pourier
speed
board performs high
The software program consists of about 8000 lines
operations .
Assembler, and DSP
of code, written in Turbo BASIC, Macrodisk
allocation, DMA
The program controls hard
language .
data and pro
transfers to the interface board, transfer ofbased
user inter
grams to the DSP board, and features a menu
of
face, library of audio processing tools, and easy inclusion
user written BASIC subroutines .
Laser Vector Generator :
mirrors with
A circuit for driving laser light show scanning
features
circuit
The
computer generated vector graphics .
time
the
response
finite impulse response filters to decrease
of the mirrors while minimizing ringing .
Tape variable Speed Controller :
Controls DC capstan motor on audio tape recorder . Changes to
response
speed of tape from .75 to 35 inches per second indigital
It also features a
an external control voltage .
The
for calibration .
intervalometer
frequency counter and
system is accurate and repeatable to .01% over its operating
range .
Ambisonic Decoders :
track tape
These devices decode ambisonic recordings on four
three
dimen
of
re-creation
for
into separate speaker feeds
operational
of
circuitry
consists
The
sional sound fields .
shelf
amplifiers arranged to implement a matrix and a set of of the
filters . When properly adjusted, the phase difference frequen
sound pressure between the listener's two ears at low
ties is correct for a desired image location .
EDUCATION :

Iowa State university, Ames, IA
1976-1978, Electrical Engineering, 1-1/2 years

MEMBER :

* International Neural Network Society
* American Association for the Advancement of Science
* American Bowling congress
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THE VASULKAS INC .
471-7181 FAX :473 - 0614
SANTA FE BNM 87501

k A r'NI4ZJIVA G SGT ~6ilV rlY
Budget Vasulkas
verfilgbarer Rahmen : 6S 726 .375, Stand : 24/8/92
Akonto 2/12
Akonto 18/2
Gitti 24/6
1< ,ahni & Wurzer RE 11/6 Technik (Akonto)
Braunschmid RE 24/6
Schachermayer RE 25/6
RE 25/6
RE 25/6
RE 22/6
Tech .allg .Vent .
RE
22/6
Neussl
RE
19/6
Markt
Media
Eichmann RE 23/6 Tech .
Eichmann RE 16/6 Tech .
Schachermayer RE 15/6
Ebner RE 7/7
Painer RE 30/6
Painer RE 30/6
Eichmann RE 7/6
proshow RE 30/6
Akonto 31/3
Akonto 10/7
Tiger RE 16/6
Kaindl RE 10/6
div . RE geb . 26/6

S 57510,~-S 279375,-450 '
11860,-443,92
1951,29
149,25
388,95
584,36
13880,-750,-2260,61
11711,96
2995,92
5251,97
631,59
3178,15
466,10
12150, -277740,42464,-226,40
86,33
711,80
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THE MAGICAL EYE
intermedium
Peter Weibel

in THE MAGICAL EYE (expanded movie
by Valie Export and Peter Weibel . A real sound
picture, a resonating screen} The first self-generating sound
screen in the world . Normally sound is produced in the projecte , .
WiLit

i.hu

liyni,

svu11d i iim mr-i.nud

lphu4uyraphC(t

Jvultd1

uuvviupcd

by

Vogt, Engel and Mesalle in the 1920s, sound frequency is converted
into light fluctuations which, in turn, influence the Iightsensitive sheet of film strip moving by at a constant speed, When
the film is shown, the light of the lamp is modulated by the
fluctuations in brightness recorded on the edge of the film strip .
A photo cell records the light fluctuations that control the
loudspeakers after a given amplification . In THE MAGICAL EYE the
sound is produced on *,screen equipped with photo cells and
re l ailS . The 1 i nht nrnrlnrer, tznnnrl . whir-11 i r, up-rii 1 nit* sz i nre if. h"
been greatly amplified . The film used is a film with abstract
patterns . If a pattern is dark then the sound is deep, if it is
bright there is a high sound . The light valence is not measured as
the sum of the whole surface . Rather, the individual pulses of
diverse cells are added depending on how the light falls on them .
The result is a powerful sound collage . It is not the soundtrack
that produces the light fluctuations but the projected film (or
the audience or the lighting in the room, etc .) . The screen,
equipped with a number of photo cells, directly converts the light
P1uriiiatinnc infn cnniroA PrPrnomnriPC

Thprp is ^ Cuprifir Snirrnrl

fnr+

each film at each moment . Expanded cinema : the light of the
surrounding space and the light of the film as well the action of
the audience can all contribute to creating a film .
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From :
52240
IA
Iowa City,
Dave Muller, RR 7 Box 6,
evenings
(319)-337-4962
(319)-335-2076
days,
phone
FAX Monday through Friday, days (319)-335-1753
on .
FAX evenings, call me at (319)-337-4962 and I will turn it
To :
Woody
Fax Number (505)-473-0614
Monday, June 1,

1992

Dear Woody,
you need
The print on the Per Diem list is too tiny to fax, but if
thing
in the morning .
something official looking, I can fax it to you first
It is called,
MAXIMUM TRAVEL PER DIEM ALLOWANCES FOR FOREIGN AREAS
SECTION 925, A SUPPLEMENT TO THE
STANDARDIZED REGULATIONS (GOVERNMENT CIVILIANS, FOREIGN AREAS)
April 1, 1992
per day for meals and
Any place in Austria is $98 per day lodging, plus $66
$166,
US
dollars,
incidental expenses, for a maximum per diem of
per diem, or itemizing
The regulations give the traveler a choice of taking
more,
which ever is larger .
diem,
or
$50
expenses for a maximum of 150x of per
contracts the per
The University of Iowa pays its employees under government
amount,
it is the amount
than
a
maximum
Rather
diems listed in this document .
everyone gets .
end of the evening
I hope this helps, and I plan to call you before the
regarding other matters (such as the hopefulness of the keyer) .
See You,
i

Dave

THE VASULKAS, INC ., 100 ROUTE 6SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO 87501
TEL . (505) 471-7181/FAR . (505) 473-0614
May 28, 1992
Dan Sandin & Phil Morton
Dear Dan & Phil,
We are writing to confirm your permission to "copy it
right" :
Sandin, Daniel J . and Phil Morton . "Distribution Religion ."
Chicago : University of Illinois at Chicago Circle, ca . 1972 .
This material is to appear in the following work, which the
Vasulkas, Inc . i n collaboration with ARS ELECTRONICA is currently
preparing for publication .
EIGENWELT DER APPARATEWELT . PIONIERE DER ELELKTRONISHEN
KUNST . Ed . by David Dunn .
Introduction by Peter Weibel .
(Linz, Austria : Ars Eelectronica (LIVA & ORF) & The Vasulkas,
Inc . 1992 .)
This is the catalogue for an exhibition curated by Woody &
Steina Vasulka at the Landesmuseum, Francisco Carolinum, Linz
Austria, and is scheduled to appear in June 1992 in paper cover
form .
We are requesting nonexclusive world rights in the English
language to use this material as part of this work for one
edition .
Unless you request otherwise, we shall use a conventional
form of acknowledgement, as shown above .
If you agree that you do hold copyright and can grant
reprint publications rights please sign and return .
If we need additional permission from another source, will
you please so indicate .
Thank you for your consideration of this request . A
duplicate copy of this request and a return SASE is enclosed for
your convenience .
Yours sincerely,
MaLin Wilson, Coordinator
----------------------------------------------------------------Claim NO publication rights .
Do claim publication rights .
The above request is approved on the conditions specified, and on
the understanding that full credit will be given to the source .
Date :
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Woody & Steina VASULKA
VASULKA'S INC .
Route 6, Box 100
Santa Fe, NM 87501
USA

i

M

R r,

Linz, 17 .6 .1992
GZ :
VIII/V-157/92-2
KST :
18/VASUL/2

Wir erteilen Ihnen hiermit mit ihrem Einverstandnis fur die
Mitwirkung bei der Veranstaltung ARS ELECTRONICA 1992

eine

GUTSCHRIFT

fiber das vereinbarte Honorar, das sick wie folgt zusammensetzt :
Entgelt
- 20% Eink .Steuer

Auszahlungsbetrag

OS
OS

6 476 .25
1 295 .25

OS

5 181 .00

OS

5 181 .00

Bemerkungen : Reisekosten lt . Vertrag and Beilage

EMPF"GSBESTATIG
Der Erhalt des o . a . Auszahlungsbetrages wird bestatigt .
Linz, am . . . . . . . . . . . .
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THE VASULKAS INC .
471-7181 FAX :473-0614
ROUTE 6 BOX 100
SANTA FE NM 87501

To : Ars Electronica
att . : Katharina Gsollpointner
Dear Katharina,
I was very pleased to hear from Steina, that the matter
of the fee has been resolved . I was told you will send us
300 copies of the exhibit catalog and I would like to know
how soon I can expect the shipment here . Would you be kind
enough to let me know?

Yours Woody
In Santa Fe, January 1,

1993
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V E R A N S T A L T U N G S G E S E L L S C HAFT

MB H

Vasulkas Inc .
100 Route 6
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87501
USA
Linz, 22/7/92
RECHNUNG/INVOICE

a

200 Catalogues "Eigenwelt der Apparatewelt"
- 15% Rabatt

ATS 56 .000,-ATS 8 .400,--

=
+ 20% UST

ATS 47 .600,-ATS 9 .520,--

SUMME

ATS 57 .120, --

ATS 280,--

Sincerely
Linzer VeranstaltungsgesellschaftmbH
i .A .

(Dr .Katharina Gsollpointner)
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Dear Stelne

So~,

5054730614 ;#

(incl, this) :

061 c7
-22-

Woody,

Regarding your qUORUMB concerning cle rest Ot your fee (6000
M) 1 once more was apeaking to Peter . From Zhe enclosed copy
of a note Peter did after your talk cc h in in july you zan see,
that from the there are 10000 M mentioned an zhe COP of the
list, whict from 'fir'" OVe alrealy ieceived us$ 4000 when you
left .
7t always was windr ant in mentioned in &0~- C&&jT&Ct,
so, that
we have tO wd" nor all the !nc*Ti&9 invOiCas after the
fostival . As 1 se= YOO a 215t on August 25, you can see, that
we have had in pay still a ceriall amgont of hilla for your
PrOject , AnYwan we""e alrealy taVen over ( tocause ot ~Va
great
SUCCess of tbe ahow) the costs fal David's another MO $, your
airtickets from the States, }fad costs for the laser discs and
the cverwe± ;%j cost; Manninned an petey , s naies, aa well the
things 7 told you iL my ia ;t fax
Macerin!) .
WithIn the next days y00111 regelvo the official end account qr
YOUr Project trom LTVA, wnich wij! show yo'. ., , v`-, a` we arE als o
PaYing two thiodi of the 20 : cavaiogoes yca look W1 1h yon . If
You w0h . w8 Can send you he nrigivaj
, as well .
I hope yoo will see, L07 we realiy voce over a l o t o f cos t s C f
YOUr Project which ahnnLJ have leen covered !y you as the
contract says . Anyway, we thank you veny moch anA stil! ara
very happy to have Lad yoo doing this great eXhIMOOn which
for we gladly Ldke those more fl%anciai weights an our a7count .
Hole , You are well,
Greetings
Katharina

and kin&s ; regards Oo Ma?, .n

1

SENT BY :LIVA Linz

;25- 8-92 ; 14 :37

;

0043732783745-+

5054730614 ;# 2

Budget Vasulkas
verftgbarer Rahmen : 6S 726 .375,Stand : 24/8/92
Akonto 2/12
Akonto 18/2
Gitti 24/6
Ktlhnl & Wurz®r RE 11/6 Technik (Akonto)
Braunschmid RE 24/6
Schachermayer RE 25/6
"
RE 25/6
RE 25/6
RE 22/6
Neussl RE 22/6 Tech .allq .Vent .
Media Markt RE 19/6
Eichmann RE 23/6 Tech .
Eichmann RE 16/6 Tech,
Schachermayer RE x.5/6
Ebner RE 7/7
Painer RE 30/6
Painer RE 30/6
E-ic hmann RE 7/6
proshow RE 30/6
Akonto 31/3
Akonto 10/7
Tiger RE 16/6
Kairidl RE 10/6
div . RE geb . 26/6
SUMME

S 57510,-S 279375,- 450,-11860,-443,92
1951,29
149,25
388,95
584,36
13880,--750 .-2260,61
11711,96
2995,92
5251,97
631,59
3178,15
468,10
12150,-277740,-42464,-226,40
86,33
711,80
727218,99

SENT BY :LIVA Linz

;25- 8-92

; 14 :36

;

0043732783745-4

5054730614 ;# 1
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Dear Steina and Woody,
Enclosed please find a list of costs of your project . As you
can see, you've already received the limit of the budget .
Besides that we covered your US flights, all assistents and
travel and lodging for David Jones . As I could only go through
the latest budget situation this week ( which is very on the
edge), it is not possible for me to transfer any more money to
you . Even if I tried, the financial department would not do it .
told Peter about the situation, so if you want to get in
touch with him concerning this situation, please do it .
I

He also told me, that you are not content with the invoice of
the 200 catalogues which you took with you besides another 30
you received here in Line . Please tell me about the decisions
you made .
Kindest regards
Katharina

THE VASULKAS INC .
471-7181 FAX :473-0614
ROUTE F BOX 100
SANTA FE NM 87501

Dear Peter,

In Santa Fe,July 23, 1992

Unfortunately, the troubles with Ars Electronica keep
on plaguing us (see letter from Katharina) . On the other
hand we would love to get hold of the rest of the catalogs .
With you we may have much better luck to sell them and get
them around .
Included is a draft of a letter to LIVA and we need
your advice before sending it to them . We hope you get it
soon though we know you are doing your rehab in Switzerland .
Could you make a good deal on the price of the remaining
catalogs? It looks like they never intended to pay us in
full anyway and we expect more troubles ahead .
We hope everything is well with you and we expect to
see you soon .
Love
Woody + Steina
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From : The Vasulkas,
1990
Rt6, Box 100,
Santa Fe, NM, 87501
Tel : (505)471 7181
Fax : (505)473 0614
To :

in Santa Fe, Aug . 26

Christina Shopf
Dear Christina,

sorry to put you through this again, but we are still
not sure, what all this accounting means . We have no way of
knowing the contents of the accounts and what we recognize
.
has little bearing on our commitments in the contract will
help
an
we
Thanks again for your willingness to
keep you posted about our progress .

Love from both,

Steina

We still can't get to you through the fax, that's why this
letter .

To :

ORF Linz
Att . : Christine Schopf

From : Steina,
Rt6, Box 100, Santa Fe
NM, 87501
Tel : (505)471 7181
Fax : (505)473 0614
Dear Christine,
You may not remember anymore, but in our last telephone
conversation in Linz you offered : "any further assistence if
needed" . . .
We are still waiting for the the final balance of our
fee, a whole of $6,000 .00 U .S . Dollars, which in spite of
all those promises have not materialized yet . We are in a
pretty desperate situation here, since we expected the money
much sooner . I am including a letter from Katharina but our
trust. i n her has been shaken so many times . So, I am begging
you to look into this personally, and fax me the news of the
whereabouts of these $$$ .

Much love from us both,

Steina

In Santa Fe, August 24, 1992
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Dear MaLin,
Thanks for your fax .
Re Phil Morton :
y can manage to rent the machine from Phil for
ut then have to keep the taxes . Also, the shipping
your budget .
Re Beck :
Stephen has sent another fax which says he wants to have a
swimming pool and a poster only for his lecture etc . We have
to drop his appearance now, as Peter has told you .
Re loan forms :
I sent them to you yesterday . It is even not possible to fill
in the description of the items for us, as there are various
items from single persons/institutions, which doesn't leave too
much space etc . So, they are on their way to Santa Fe and we're
are expecting them from the lenders .
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In Santa Fe, July 27,
To :

1992

LIVA, Linz
Mr Karl Gerbel
Mr Wolfgang Lehner

From :The Vasulkas,Inc .
Rt 6, Box 100
Santa Fe, N .M . 87501
Tel : (505) 471 7181
Fax : (505) 473 0614
Gentlemen,
In her latest fax communique Ms Katharina Gsollpointner
is asking us to pay the catalogues we have negotiated with
her and Mr . Weibel in Linz . It was very clear to all of us
that we were talking about catalogues, the majority of which
would be send by us to the individuals, that participated in
various capacities on the Exhibition and contributed to the
contents of the publication . The amount of people involved
was quite large and the rest if the publications if any were
left after, we intended for further dissemination of the
contents of the show to the "Artworld" .
At no moment in our negotiation, was there any
suggestion of cash payment by Ms .Gsollpointner . We also knew
from previous experience that Ars Electronica always
extended the courtesy of giving catalogs to the
participants, a generosity we assumed still valid .
We would of course be very proud and interested in
helping to sell off the rest of the catalogs, which we would
like to distribute after our experience with our first
catalog package .
On another note, we have already received the balance
of payment on the production of the catalog (3,894) and the
partial payment of our curatorial fee ($4,000) and we expect
the balance of our fee (6,000) coming to us shortly .
And finally, please note that there is an outstanding
fee of $2,000 still owed to Mr . Phil Morton, originally
negotiated by Ms Gsollpointner outside of our budget as you
will find the correspondence faxed on
His address :

Phil Morton
Box 987
West Yellowstone, Montana 59758
Tel : (406) 646 7519

Thanks again for giving us this great opportunity to
work on such an exciting project and we hope to continue
working on your permanent and equally exciting collection
for your new Ars Electronica building in Linz .

THE VASULKAS INC .
471-7181 FAX :473-0614
ROUTE 6 BOX 100
SANTA FE NM 87501

Dear Katharina,

Sep .7,

1992

Mr . Phil Morton just informed me, that he has not
receved the promised mony yet . Please let him know your
intentions .
Woody
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THE VASULKAS INC .
471-7181 FAX :473-0614
ROUTE 6 BOX 100
SANTA FE NM 87501

In Santa Fe, Aug 4, 1992
To :

LIVA, Linz
Mr . Karl Gerbel
Mr . Wolfgang Lehner
Ms . Katharina Gsoellpointner

From :The Vasulkas,Inc .
Rt 6, Box 100
Santa Fe, N .M . 87501
Tel : (505) 471 7181
Fax : (505) 473 0614

INVOICE :
For the balance of the last installment of the original
contract for "EIGENWELT DER APPARATE-WELT" :
$ 6,000 .00
For prompt payment to The Vasulkas, INC, Bank of Santa Fe,
ace .# :107002383 : 0056643
Please note that there is also an outstanding fee of
$2,000 still owed to Mr . Phil Morton, originally negotiated
by Ms Gsollpointner outside of our budget as you will find
the correspondence faxed on May 6th 1992 .
His address :

Phil Morton
Box 987
West Yellowstone, Montana 59758
Tel : (406) 646 7519

Sincerely Woody and Steina Vasulka
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VASULKA Inc .
Route 6, Box 100
Santa Fe, NM 87501
USA

Linz, 26 .6 .1992
GZ :
VIII/V-157
KST :
18/VASUL/2

Wir erteilen Ihnen hiermit m .iit ihrem Einverstandnis fur die
Mitwirkung bei der Veranstal .ung ARS ELECTRONICA 1992
Landesmuseum
eine

GUTSCHRIFT

fiber das vereinbarte Honorar, das sich wie folgt zusammensetzt :
Entgelt
- 20% Eink .Steuer

Auszahlungsbetrag

ATS
ATS

5 910 .00
1 182 .00

ATS

4 728 .00

ATS

4 728 .00

Bemerkungen : Reisekostenzusc ,:iu LINZER VERANSTALTUN!~SGESELLSCHAFT mbH
ppa
(Mag .

ehner)
EMPF NGSBi'STATIG

Der Erhalt des o . a . Au~-

hliingsbetrages wird bestatigt
. .

L I N Z E R

LI"

V E RA N S TA L T U N C S C E S E L L S C H A F T

Woody & Steina Vasulka
Route 6
Box
Santa Fe
NM 87501
USA

MB H

Linz,
GZ

3 .9 .1992

Wir erteilen Ihnen hiemit mit Ihrem Einverstandnis fur die Mitwirkung bei der Veranstaltung
"Eigenwelt der Apparatewelt"
eine

G

caber das vereinbarte Honorar, das sich wile folgt zusammensetzt :
Entgelt

S . . .907 .94, . .. . . . . . .

20 % Eink . Steuer

S . . .181 .592 .-- . . . . . .
S . .,726 ;368,-- . . . . . .
Tei1z1g .aus Rg .92282 S
21 .073,41
a conto
S
.705 .294 .59 .
Auszahlungsbetrag

Berierkungen
Pauschalhonorar

S . . . . . . . . . Q1 . .. . . . . . .

*) Gemap den Bestimmungen des § 101 des Einkommensteuergesetzes
1988, ist die Einkommensteuer fur beschrankt Steuerpflichtige
mit 20 % der Betriebseinnahmen einzubehalten and an das Finar_zamt Linz abzufuhren .

Der Erhalt des o .a . Auszahlungsbetrages wird bestatigt .
Linz, am
BRUCKNERHAUS
viinncinniinnri

LI NZ,
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IIu ii111111
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VASULKA Inc .
Route 6, Box 100
Santa Fe, NM 87501
USA

Linz, 29 .6 .1992
GZ :
VIII/V-157/92
KST :
18/VASUL/2

Wir erteilen Ihnen hiermit mit ihrem Einverstandnis fur die
Mitwirkung bei der VeranstalCung ARS ELECTRONICA 1992
Landesmuseum
eine

GUTSCHRIFT

fiber das vereinbarte Honorar, das sich wie folgt zusammensetzt :
Entgelt
- 20% Eink .Steuer

Auszahlungsbetrag

ATS
ATS

65 588 .00
13 118 .00

ATS

52 470 .00

ATS

52 470 .00

Bemerkungen : Abrechnung lt . Beilage
LINZER VERANSTALTUNGSGESELLSCHAFT mbH
ppa
(Mag . Wolfg

Der Erhalt des o . a . Auszahlungsbetrages wird bestatigt .
Linz, am . . . . . . . . . . . .

THE VASULKAS INC.
471-7181 FAX :473-0614
ROUTE 6 BOX 100
SANTA FE NM 87501

In Santa Fe, Sep .4,

1992

Dear Peter,
Now it came to the interpretation of our last contract .
As you can see from last Katharina's communique she had
chosen to include items in Out of budget into the budget .
This drastically differs from my own recollection of our
settlement .
Since now even your word is in doubt, it would be very
good to make it clear to ourselves and to LIVA so we can get
this boring affair behind .
Also, the fee for the catalog comes up constantly . I
thought we had a mutual understanding, that at least people
involved in this exhibit should be given a courtesy of
getting a catalog for the services they have given to it,
something basic, that other institutions customary provide .
This one seem not to be of this kind indeed . We certainly
cant' afford to buy anything now since our fee has not been
paid and we may have to return the goods, this project as
you know left us broke .

More documents follows :

THE VASULKAS INC.
471-7181 FAX :473-0614
ROUTE 6 BOX 100
SANTA FE NM 87501

The INTERPRETATION (of dreams)
The REST of the contract installment from which $4,000 has
been paid
refers to the balance on the catalog production
(paid in full)

C,A,TALQG

refers to the expenses outside of the
which we agreed were encountered by the unpredictablecontract
or
otherwise unsettled circumstances and were to be paid by
LIVA :
D,UT. ....OF.... BUDGET

Our original plans of travel had to be changed
for the utmost intense work schedule of the exhibit . (This
extra arrangement was well understood and seem not to
bothered anybody when we discussed that)
AIRTICKET,S, :

His per diem has been discussed continuously
since the beginning (there is even an extra amendment to the
contract about it, totally ignored by LIVA)
DAKIDMULLER, :

L,AS_ER,.,.D.I-S-C""S. :., refers to the extra money we spend on making
duplicate discs for the backup reason (you recall one disk
has been stolen at least. temporally, other suffered a minor
damage, so our fears were quite justified)
refers to the first leg of travel between US and
Frankfurt of the hand carried instruments (Buchla, IP, more
Laserdiscs and all test equipment which for various
logistical reason could not have been included in the
general shipment)
OVERKE,IGHT,.:..,

Am I dreaming this all up? Is there a misunderstanding?

The bills from K . follow
cc :/ Katharina Gsollpointner

2.1

FAX to :

data :
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M Lxz~, Va
~V - 06- / y
this) :

Dear Steina and Woody,
Regarding your questions concerning the rest of y :tur fee
US$) I once more was speaking to Peter . From the - :closed (6000
copy
of a note Peter did after your talk to him in Ju'; , you can see,
that from the there are 10000 US$ mentioned on th,~ top of the
list, which from you've already received US$ 4003 4hen you
left .
It always was clear and is mentioned in our contr ;~zt, too, that
we have to wait for all the incoming invoices after the
festival, As I sent you a list on August 25, you c :n see, that
we have had to pay still a certain amount of bili : for your
project . Anyway, we've already taken over ( because of the
great
success of the show) the costs for David's another 1000 $, your
airtickets from the States, the costs for the Laser ; discs and
the overweight costs mentioned on Peter's notes, ~. well the
things I told you in my last fax (Assistents, material) .

Within the next days you'll receive the official end account of
your project from LIVA, which will show you, that we are also
paying two thirds of the 200 catalogues you took .V_th you . if
you wish, we can send you the original bills, as ~.ti .i .
I hope you will see, that we really took over a log. of costs of
your project which should have been covered by you as the
contract says . Anyway, we thank you very much and still are
very happy to have had you doing this great exhibition which
for we gladly take those more financial weights on our account .
Hope, you are well, and kindest regards to MaLin
Greetings
Katharizla

fejfival 1dr Kunst, rechnologie and Gesellacheft
tTli(L1,'xNF4.ilA1lS I!Ntl(inrpr

Varansralrer : Brucknethaus bnz Wkk and 6atarraichischer RUndrdn" ,' Gandesrtud:d
Qbsf6Starreich

V*r4ner*rr-"nanatlc " haf# ~Av !,WA
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LIVA

V E R A N S T ALT U N G S G E S E L L S C H A F T

M B H

Vasulkas Inc .
100 Route 6
Santa Fe, New Mexico 87501
USA
Linz, 22/7/92
RECHNUNG/INVOICE
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200 Catalogues "Eigenwelt der Apparatewelt" A ATS 280,-- 15% Rabatt

ATS 56 .000,-ATS 8 .400,--

=
+ 20% UST

ATS 47 .600,-ATS 9 .520,--

SUMME

ATS 57 .120,--

Sincerely
Linzer VeranstaltungsgesellschaftmbH
i .A .

(Dr .Katharina Gsollpointner)
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THE VASULKAS INC .
471-7181 FAX :473-0614
ROUTE 6 BOX 100
SANTA FE NM 87501

Dear Peter,
We seem to be on the loosing side right now . There is a
solid interest in the book though . Do you think, we could
close the matter without a trouble and cash by getting maybe
three hundred more? Is this possible? K . seems to be on the
revenge trip, but she seems to control the books as well .
Maybe she could be persuaded and we all could close the
book .
Much luck with the Graz show, sounds impressive . . .

W.
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OFFICIAL CHECK

SoutbTrost Beak of Alabama
National Association
P.O. Box 2554
Birmingham, Alabama 35290

Sept 17 19 92

PAY***One thousand four hundred seventy dollars and 45/100***
TOTHE***Phil Morton***
ORDER OF

Linzer Veranstaltungsges

NAME OF REMITTER

1 :',0

$k****1,470 .45****

DRAWER : SOuthTrust Bank of Alabama, National Association

MBH .

Re Jahr 1992 Leihgebuehr F . Elektr . Gerae $y

ADDRESS
TO CITIBANK (NEW YORK STATE): BUFFALO, N.Y.

011096

fy

AUTHORIZED SIGNATURE

hg
2 2000868e :

ruin l,470, 45

800 11096

780865 183

45,Z? 4-s Pt/-' .
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PHIL'S PHOTO LIST

(in the care of Woody & Steina)

8 x 10s :
/ - Dan with Phil's IP . . .
Phil playing with his IP . . .
-- Dan's hat and Phil's hat . . .
--Jane and Phil with Phil's IP . . .
S- ,.-Early keyboard interface for IP, Dan's original IP, Jim Wiseman's
Paik/Abe synthesizer on site of IN CONSECRATION OF NEW SPACE

52 x 8k :
(O -

Phil's IP w/3 joysticks and students at Buffalo playing,. . .
5 x 8s :

7-

Dan and Phil on floor mattress by their IP(s) . . .
g,_ Dan and Phil's IP(s) patched together in Phil's studio . . .
5 x 7s :

q --

Dan and Jim w/Dan's IP and Jim's Paik/Abe at the Art Institute's
Video Area (SAIL/VIDEO) . . . first time together . . .
lp - Dan listening to Jim in long hair . . .
--Phil with reporter-gal in California ; Phil's IP . . .
Phil as cowboy with cowboy hat . . .
Single Polaroids :

13 .-

Value Scrambler Module : front-inside face/component-side view (now
called - AMPLITUDE CLASSIFIER MODULE) . . .
f y -. Oscillator Module : foil-side/front-inside view . . .
is -.-PATCH PROGRAM-ABLE : cable ; RG 59/U connectors ; BNC . . .
,,,(un-labeled) - Phil's IP in first case, wooden, made by Greg Dawe . .

/G

Two-sided, taped together

co lor

photos :

(7- Phil's IP with cables patched ; Matt Quinlan's IP with no cables . . .
Six Polaroids taped together :
six, as labeled . . .
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To : Ars Electronica
att . : Katharina Gsollpointner
Dear Katharina,
Mr . Morton informed me, that he has receive only a
partial payment of $1,470 .45 out of $2,000 .00 promised . He
expect to settle this quickly and so do we . Thanks for your
attention and as always,
Yours Woody and Steina
In Santa Fe, October 12,

1992
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